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ABSTRACT

Ten squirrel monkeys were tested on 11 patterned 
string problems with a criteria! procedure• Problem 
sequence was varied on two pairs of problems in different 
groups of Sso

Most of the Ss solved all problems <, A moderate 
number of errors was committed on the 1st cross following 
uncrossed problems, but even larger errors on the succeed- 
ind, 2nd pseudocross« Few errors were made on the 1st 
pseudocross, viz*, the pseudocross first encountered after 
uncrossed problems, and this problem did not occasion a 
negative transfer on the following 2nd cross. The learning 
of component problems did not lead to a discrimination 
between them or to a positive transfer on the learning of 
the composite problem.

Some specific aspects of strings performance were 
discussed, which seem to be correlated with the animal’s 
position on the phylogenetic scale. The results indicated 
that the squirrel monkey’s performance is comparable to 
that of adolescent rhesus but qualitatively closer to adult 
rhesus in that their response is to a large measure 
perceptually guided by the total pattern of the problem.
But, their ability to analyze the perceived pattern seemed 
to be severely limited•



INTRODUCTION

In a typical patterned strings experiment 9 the S is 
presented with a tray displaying strings arranged in 
various geometric patterns, with a food cup attached to the 
end of one of the strings• The S fs task is to pull in the 
correct string to get the reward. Each pattern constitutes 
a problem and is repeated over a number of trials before the 
next one is introduced.

Although patterned strings problems have been used 
with several different species, mostly primates, in studies 
concerned with species capacity, standardization of the 
general procedure as it is used today was slow to come, a 
major change having occurred as late as in the last few 
years (Michels, Pustek, & Johnson, 1961). Still, the 
nature and usefulness of the patterned strings problem 
task is far from being understood, and the existing studies 
with sufficiently standardized procedure to permit some 
degree of comparison have not been given a comprehensive 
review. While no such review is attempted here, a brief 
analysis of the more prominent features in the development 
of this class of experiments would serve as a step toward a 
better understanding of the nature of patterned strings 
performance.
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The Three Periods in the Development of 
Patterned Strings Research

2

There are three periods that are distinguishable in 
the development of the string problem experiment, each with 
its own characteristic emphasis and approach» These are 
the !tearly period11 prior to the 1930 !s, the ffsolution 
period11 starting in 193^ and lasting into the 1950's, and 
finally the "learning period11 starting around i960»

THE EARLY PERIOD: The earliest recorded study using string
problems with food attached as reward was that by Hobhouse 
(l90l)o In the next 30 or 40 years, the string pulling 
technique became popular and was used with such varied 
groups of animals as cats, dogs, wolves, raccoons, rats, 
chipmunks, ground squirrels , monkeys, chimpanzees, gorillas, 
elephants, and birds, Richardson (1932) provided the only 
existing comprehensive review of the string pulling 
research, covering this period up to 1930,

The dominating interest of the early period was to 
demonstrate certain intelligent acts in animals that per
mitted an inference of some qualitatively distinct mental 
processes. The central issue evolved around whether an 
animal solved strings problems mechanic ally on the basis of 
trial and error or utilized ideation. The fact of learning 
was not denied, but the question as to what ideas or types 
of intelligence a solution represented overshadowed 
performance per se and led to the preoccupation with



3
qualitative differences in behavior and inferences that 
were always couched in mentallstic terms.

Characteristics of patterned strings research 
during this period can be summarized as follows:

1. The problems were typically posed as intelligence 
tests. Very few trials were used, providing little 
opportunity for learning. In this context the 
strings problems were largely an incidental part of 
experiments on animals' so-called tool usage (e. g. «, 
Guillaume & Meyerson, 1931)-

2. Only the qualitative aspects of behavior were 
noted. Mental processes rather than quantitative 
aspects of performance were the primary concern. 
Therefore^ the experiments were largely informal 
and anecdotal, with very little replication of 
observations.

3o The nature of learning was little understood, and
the effects of learning and differential experience 
on the strings task performance were not controlled. 
There was little standardization of problem series 
from study to study, and the position of a problem 
in the series was not constant from subject to 
subject. Data from this period, therefore, are of 
little value today.

4. Single string problems, with or without attached 
food and in horizontal or vertical displays, were



4
most often used even though two string parallel 
problems involving discrimination (Hobhouse, 1901) 
as well as crossed and pseudocrossed patterns 
(Kohler 9 1926) were sometimes used = Kluver (1933? 
pp e 235-242) tested monkeys on a great variety of 
string patterns, each for only one trial, in a 
study concerned with stimulus equivalence 0 Some 
(Adams, 1920; Trueblood & Smith, 193^) began to use 
patterned strings problem series of some length, 
but by and laâ ge the experiments during this 
period were tTstring pulling" experiments rather 
than "patterned strings" experiments•

THE SOLUTION PERIOD: The second period started with a
recognition of patterned strings as a separate task. Thus, 
Harlow (1933) published a study that for the first time
contained in the title the term "solution of cross stringr
problems." The definitive study that set the paradigm of 
the studies of this period came a year later (Harlow & 
Settlage, 1934). In this study as well as in the earlier 
one, several species of monkeys were tested on up to 20 
different patterns. The problems from this experiment 
quickly became a standardized series in subsequent studies. 
Finch (1942) tested chimpanzees on ten problems from the 
Harlow and Settlage series with the addition of a pseudo
cross pattern as the llib problem. Riesen, Greenberg,
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Gr axis ton«, and Fantz (1953) added an intermixed series of 
cross and pseudocross patterns to the Finch series in a 
study with young gorillas. Other studies employed shorter9 
selected portions of the problem series (Birch, 193 ;̂ 
Riopelle, Alper, Strong, & Ades, 1953; Harlow, Schiltz, & 
Settlage, 1955; Mason, Blazek, & Harlow, 1956; Harlow,
1959)•

The method of presenting problems and the apparatus 
also became standardized as they are used today. Problems 
were presented in definite sequence, and string patterns 
were displayed on a horizontal tray in a modified Wisconsin 
General Test Apparatus (WGTA), Furthermore, the purpose of 
study became more directly the comparison of capacity in 
different animal species, and quantitative data on per
formance were reported with a minimum of subjective 
inference,

In spite of greater care for standardized procedure 
and objective data, the number of trials on each problem 
was typically fixed in this period, In the Harlow and 
Settlage study (193^)? for example, a fixed number of $0 
and another of 100 trials were used for the first and the 
second problems series, respectively,. Each problem was 
assumed to represent a discrete test of performance with 
little learning occurring over trials. This lack of 
emphasis on learning was bolstered in part by the fact that 
most often the subjects in this period were old world
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monkeys or apes which mastered problems with relative ease. 
But more than any one else, Harlow and Settlage were 
responsible for initiating and perpetuating the use of the 
fixed trial procedure since these workers stressed, quite 
erroneously, that no learning occurred: "Although the
monkeys showed some adaptation to the general situation as 
the experiment progressed, our data did not show any 
consistent learning in any particular pattern, i,e,, trials 
1 to 25 were solved about as well as trials 26 to $0 or 76 
to 100n (p, 4J8), )

The use of the fixed trial procedure or what may be 
termed the "solution approach" has a severe limitation on 
its part, namely the degree of learning for a given problem 
at the end of a fixed number of trials may not be the same 
for different individuals or groups. Inasmuch as there is 
a positive or a negative transfer from one problem to the 
next, the performance level on one problem will differen
tially affect the performance on the next problem depending 
on whether the first problem was overlearned or insuffi
ciently learned. For example, if the transfer involved is 
a negative one, it will affect the performance of the 
brighter individuals or groups on the second problem 
adversely more than it will the less bright counterpart, 
That is, under the fixed trial procedure, the performance 
in a given problem is confounded by both capacity and 
transfer effects. If each problem in a series were
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regarded as a discrete test of capacity, comparison of 
individual animals or groups of animals on each problem 
would lead to a conflicting and distorted picture of the 
capacity of the animals being compared.

In conclusion, studies during the solution period 
were made more comparable to each other because of the 
greater degree of control on subject variables and 
standardization of procedure, but were not free from the 
confounding effects arising from an unequal degree of 
learning in given problems. This unequal learning may 
explain the ambiguous or negative results in those studies 
dealing with the effects of various types of lesions on the 
patterned strings performance (Riopelle et al., 1953;
Harlow et at., 1955 ; Warren, Leary, Harlow, & French,
1957)o The experiments from this period should be viewed 
and interpreted with caution, with this confounding in 
mind.

THE LEARNING PERIOD: During the solution period, however,
there was at least one study that departed in part from the 
fixed trial procedure, and hence from its underlying 
assumption. Finch (19^1), besides using a fixed trial 
procedure with one group of chimpanzees, had another group 
of chimpanzees go through the same problem series but under 
a criteria! procedure. He challenged Harlow and Settlage's 
contention that there was no improvement in performance
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over trial blocks within a problemo He also noted positive 
or negative transfer between different pairs of problems, 
as did Riesen et al. (1953)« A further impetus to the
learning approach was furnished by that class of studies 
concerned with ontogenetic development of patterned strings 
performance. Since younger animals perform poorly, the 
number of trials was usually lengthened, and this, though 
the trial length was still kept fixed, brought the fact of 
intra-problem improvement as well as inter-problem transfer 
effects to the fore (Mason, et al„, 1956; Harlow, 1959) •>

It was not until 1961 (Michels, Pustek, & Johnson, 
1961), however, that the fixed trial procedure was formally 
questioned and the learning approach launched* After an 
unsuccessful attempt to effect solution in raccoons on some 
of the patterns from the Harlow and Settlage series with 
100 trials per problem, these investigators repeated the 
same experiment but this time gave an indefinite number of 
trials until their animals reached 90% correct responses 
within a 50 trial block* One of the primary aims of the 
study was to see whether the animals learned from practice 
on patterned strings problems * Under this new procedure, 
all of the animals mastered all of the problems including 
those on which they failed previously* The same learning 
approach was later adopted by King and Witt (1966) with 
rock squirrels• They concluded that n. * * given sufficient
practice, rock squirrels are capable of learning simple



patterned string problems” (p« 320)« This study was also
the first to bear in the title the phrase ”The learning of 
patterned strings problems„n

Statement of Problem
The purpose of the present study was to determine 

the capacity of squirrel monkeys to learn patterned strings 
problems, using a criterial procedure, and to compare their 
performance with that of other species„ The squirrel 
monkey has not been tested on the patterned strings 
problems before„ Further, it was hoped that by analyzing 
in detail various aspects of performance in the problem 
series some significant indices that differentiate animals 
representing different positions on the phylogenetic scale
would be obtainedo



METHOD

Subjects
Ten squirrel monkeys (Saimiri sciureus), five male 

(E-l, G-2 ̂ Sinbad, D-2, and 15) and five female (D-l, l4, 
24, E-2, and B-l), were used. All Ss were feral and had 
been in captivity for at least a year except for two (G-2 
and Sinbad) which were raised in captivity. No S had had 
prior experience with patterned strings problems although 
some had been exposed to serieal discrimination problems 
(E-l, D-l, l4, D-2, E-2, and 15) and the others, at San 
Diego, to an extensive series of learning-set problems 
(G-2, Sinbad, 24, and B-l). One S (B-l) died and another 
(D-2) stopped responding to food altogether and was 
eliminated, both at the last part of problem series. A 
third S (D-l) developed trouble mastering one of the 
problems after protracted training and was given additional 
training with a slight modification in the problem series.

Apparatus
Testing was conducted in the same modified WGTA 

used by King and Witt (1966). It contained a manually 
operated tray upon which string patterns were placed. The 
S ?s restraining cage was located at one end of the platform 
opposite to E. A fixed one-way screen in front of E

10



shielded him from the S fs vision from chest up« A pully 
operated masonite screen was located flush to the front of 
the restraining cage. When lowered, it completely shut off 
S from the tray and the interior of the platform. An over
head light illuminated the tray.

The wood tray was 3/4 in. thick, l6 in. deep, and 
14 in. wide. It was painted flat black and 5 eyelet screws 
were inserted on the edge closest to S, each spaced from 
the next in successive order by 2.5 in., 1-5 in., 1.5 in., 
and 2.5 in., with the eyelet at the midline of the
tray. Each of two 1/8 in. silver beaded chains was latched 
on to one of these eyelets through a swivel hook at one end 
of the chain. A 1-1/4 in. diam. cylindrical aluminum food 
cup 3/4 in. high was attached to the free end of either of 
the two chains. At appropriate places on the surface of 
the tray were nail heads protruding about 1/6 in. marking 
and holding in position the bent points of strings when a 
pattern required bent lines. The lengths of chains were 
cut such that in all but one pattern the farthest ends of 
chains extended 11 in. from the origin in perpendicular 
distance.

11

Patterns
A total of 11 problems were used, of which nine 

were the same as those used by King and Witt (1966). The 
ten patterns are described in Fig. 1. The 11 problems were



Figure 1. String patterns
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as follows: X (wide spaced parallel strings)5 XI (narrow
parallel strings)9 III (slanted strings), IV (converging 
strings), V (diverging strings), VI ("detour** strings),
Ps (pseudocross) , Cr. (cross), IX (ttK,i pattern with only the 
bent string baited) , and K-ii (ftKn pattern with reward 
randomly alternating between the best and the straight 
strings according to a Gellermann sequence)» The gap 
between two chains at the closest point in the pseudocross 
pattern was 1/4 in• In all symmetrical patterns (viz*, 
problems I, II, IV, V, Ps, and Cr), reward alternated 
between chains randomly according to a Gellermann sequence * 
In two of the asymmetrical patterns (III and VI) the 
orientation of pattern shifted between right and left every 
trial, but a Gellermann sequence determined the type of 
chain (inner or outer; bent or straight) to be baited* In 
the two other asymmetrical patterns (K-i and K-ii), a 
Gellermann sequence was applied such that the orientation 
of pattern shifted randomly and no one type of chain was 
baited in a given position in more than three consecutive 
trials* Similar precaution was observed with the inter
mixed series (IX) in mixing patterns and reward positions*

Procedure
Each S was given a total of l80 adaptation trials, 

20 a day for 9 days * Only one chain centered in the tray 
was used * The food cup was attached to the free end of the



chain and a small piece of raisin put in the indentation of 
the cup surface o The food cup was then placed over the 
tray well within the reach of S , After the food was taken, 
the same steps were repeated <, The food cup was gradually 
moved away from S in subsequent days, finally to the full 
11 ine length of the chain. All Ss became proficient at 
phlling in the chain after a few days of training.

The procedure during the adaptation and the 
experiment proper was to hook the food cup to the appro
priate chain, bait the cup with a piece of raisin, lay the 
chain or chains in a given pattern, raise the guillotine 
screen, then push the pattern display tray forward to S and 
hold in that position until S responded by grabbing a chain 
When the correct chain was first touched or grabbed, S was 
allowed to pull in and eat the raisin piece before the tray 
was retracted and the guillotine screen lowered. Whenever 
the wrong chain was touched or grabbed during the experi
ment proper, the tray was withdrawn and the guillotine 
screen lowered without allowing the food to S. With the 
guillotine screen still lowered, the chain or chains were 
rearranged and the food cup baited if empty, and the next 
trial was begun. >

Following the adaptation training, Ss were intro
duced to the first of the problems. The daily session for 
an S consisted of 40 trials on a given problem, which was 
repeated until S made 5 or less errors out of 40 trials all
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within one day's testing« The next problem was introduced 
on the following day» A daily session took about 20 
minutes per S , and each S was tested daily throughout the 
experiment with a few exceptions«

If in the symmetrical patterns any one position was 
responded to consistently and the number of consecutive 
errors reached ten, the other side was then rewarded until 
the first correct response to that side was made. The 
Gellermann sequence was then resumed. A similar correction 
procedure was applied for combinations of position and 
chain preference for the asymmetrical patterns. For 
example, correction trials were instituted in Problem VI 
(^detour" pattern) whenever ten consecutive errors were 
made to the bent string when it appeared on the left side. 
Correction, however, was rarely necessary in the asym
metrical patterns except for Problem VI where several Ss 
received corrections at one or more points. No correction 
trials were given during the learning of Problem IX (inter
mixed series).

All Ss were tested on the same set of 11 problems. 
However, the sequence in which the problems were presented 
was different for different groups of Ss. All Ss learned 
Problems I through VI in that order. Half of the Ss (E-l, 
G-2, D-l, 24, and D-2) learned the Cross and Pseudocross 
patterns as the 7- and the 8lb problems, respectively while 
the remaining Ss (Sinbad, l4, E-2, 1^, and B-l) learned
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these two patterns in the reverse order. The intermixed 
series was the 9- problem for all Ss. Some of the Ss in 
each of the above two groups (E-l, G-2, Sinbad, and l4) 
were given K-i and K-ii in that order whereas for the other 
Ss (24, D-2, E-2, 15) the order was reversed.

\



RESULTS

The mean number of errors to criterion for each 
problem is given in Fig, 2„ The first eight problems were 
solved by all ten Ss and only two Ss failed to complete the 
intermixed series (IX), Of the two, one (B-l) died while 
still learning the problem (l8l8 errors over 94 days) and 
the testing of D-l was discontinued after 1500 errors» A 
third S (D-2) stopped responding after 848 errors on the 
10tb problem (K-ii) and was dropped, leaving seven Ss at the 
end of the problem series»

The two parallel string problems (I and XI) and 
the diverging strings problem (V ) offered the least dif
ficulty except for one S (D-l), which made an unusually 
large number of errors (177) on problem I„ This S had. 
given a premature birth during the adaptation<, Of the 
first six problems, the "detour" problem (VI) was the most 
difficult o The main difficulty was in overcoming the 
tendency to pull the straight chain. The overwhelming 
strength of this tendency is revealed by the fact that 96% 
of the errors on the "detour" problem were made by pulling 
the straight chain. The two slowest learning Ss (D-l and 
G-2) did not show any appreciable decline in this tendency 
after 1000 trials. Individual differences were conspicuous

17



Figure 2. Mean number of errors to criterion on each problem
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in almost all problems, but the converging problem (TV) was 
the most prominent in this regard.

There was a large number of errors during the first
J

100 trials of the cross problem at the 7- position (first 
cross)o This difficulty was quickly overcome, however, 
after 100 trials. On the other hand, the pseudocross at 
the same position (first pseudocross) produced few errors. 
Apparently, the first six problems produced no interference 
in the learning of the first pseudocross. The mean number 
of errors on the first pseudocross was 12.6 as compared 
with 8l .0 for the first cross (t_ = 2.38, df = 4, p < .05 
for one-tailed test).

The relative difficulty of the two patterns was 
reversed at the 8th position (second cross and second 
pseudocross). The mean numbers of errors for the second 
cross and the second pseudocross were 82.0 and 163.2, 
respectively. This difference did not quite reach the .05 
significance level (t_ = 2.23 9 df = 4, p <.10) . However, 
the errors on both of these patterns showed significant 
increases over those on the respective preceding patterns. 
The mean error increase from the first cross to the second 
pseudocross was 82.2 (t̂ = 5»17 9 df = 4, p <= .01), and that 
from the first pseudocross to the second cross 69 ° 4
(it = 4.83 9 df = 4, p c.Ol).

The number of errors was almost identical for the 
first cross and the second cross, indicating that there was
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no negative transfer from the first pseudocross to the 
succeeding second cross» On the other hand9 the difference 
of errors between the first and the second pseudocrosses 
was large (t_ = 4.29, df = 4, p c ,02), 13 times as many 
errors being made on the second pseudocross as on the first 
pseudocrosso The first cross occasioned a rather per
sisting negative transfer on the following second pseudo- 
cross.

The pattern of errors in this pair of problems thus 
centered around the first cross pattern, This problem may 
well have been subject to a transient negative transfer 
from the preceding series of uncrossed problems, This 
cross pattern in turn became a source of large negative 
transfer for the following second pseudocross. The number 
of errors on the latter was twice as large as the preceding 
first cross. These two separate negative transfers seem to 
account for most of the observed error pattern.

The intermixed series (IX) was solved by all but 
two Ss after a mean of 253«5 errors, The typical response 
of Ss on the early trials of the problem was to persist in 
the approach used with the more recent of the preceding 
cross and pseudocross, When the immediately preceding 
problem was a cross, most of the errors in the early frials 
of the intermixed problem were made on the pseudocross 
trials, and vice versa (Fig, 3)« The group for which the 
intermixed series followed immediately after the second
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PATTERNS

Figure 3. Errors on pseudocross and cross trials during the
first 200 trials of the intermixed series (IX) after 
pseudocross or cross problem (VIII)
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cross made averages of 35 °2 and 87«2 errors on the pseudo- 
cross and cross trials, respectively, in the first 200 
trials of the intermixed series« The other group that 
received the intermixed series following the second pseudo
cross made 84.4 and 39°8 errors on the pseudocross and the 
cross trials, respectively. The preceding patterns x types 
of trials interaction was highly significant (F = 36°92, 
df =5 1 and 8, jd .003), as were the difference between the 
two types of trials within each preceding pattern (t_ = 4.08, 
df = 4, _p ^ .02; t_ = 4.31, df = 4, < .02) and differences
between the two preceding patterns on the pseudocross 
trials (t_ = 3°97, df = 4, p c .02) and on the cross trials 
(ji = 4.23, df = 4, p c.02).

The learning of this problem consisted of incorpo
rating the remote-problem approach alongside the dominant 
recent-problem approach and using it on appropriate trials. 
The course of mastering this was not always smooth and 
could be erratic as when some Ss lost the recent approach 
in later trials as the less dominant remote-problem 
approach gained strength until the relative strength of the 
recent and:remote approaches was reversed. In such cases, 
it was now the recent approach that had to be recovered.
One S (D-l) never succeeded in recovering the less 
dominant, remote approach from the start. This S was still 
using the pseudocross approach after 1500 errors when it 
was switched back to the all cross problem. The latter



took 428 errors to criterion, as compared with, the previous 
l6l errors on the same problem. This S failed to reach the 
criterion when it was put back again on the intermixed 
series for 1000 trials, making 428 errors and this time 
mostly on the pseudocross trials*

Problem K-ii was considerably more difficult than 
K-i (it = 2.91, df = 5, p < c 05) , at the 101b position, but 
there was no significant gain from prior learning of K-i on 
the subsequent learning of K-ii. The group of Ss that 
learned the pair in the order, K-i and K-ii, made 37-5 and
8.0 errors on the straight and the bent string reward 
trials, respectively, in the first 100 trials of K-ii. The 
other group that received K-ii and K-i in that order made
11.0 and 4l .0 errors on comparable trials of the same 
problem. The groups x types of rewarded string interaction 
was significant (F = 25*24, df - 1 and 6, p c .005)- The 
Ss preferred the straight string regardless of reward 
contingency when no special discrimination training was yet 
instituted. But when this tendency was suppressed through 
a prior training with only the bent string rewarded, this 
newly acquired habit of using only the bent string acted 
negatively rather than positively on the learning of the 
next problem where both strings had to be used. The Ss now 
consistently reacted to the bent string regardless of which 
string was baited.

23



DISCUSSION

It Is clear from the foregoing results that 
squirrel monkeys are capable of solving all the problems 
presented including the intermixed series, given a suffi
cient number of trials to permit learning. Their perform
ance is generally far better than that of raccoons (Michels 
et alo, 1961) and rock squirrels (King & Witt, 1966) but 
inferior to that of old world monkeys (Harlow & Settlage, 
193^)? especially on the parallel, converging, ndetour,n 
and nKH patterns.

There are certain facets of the performance on 
patterned string problems in this and in previous research 
that may serve as first approximations for more specific 
comparisons of different species on this type of task. The 
first is the performance on the parallel strings problem, 
which, being the first problem in many studies, permits 
direct interspecies comparison. The squirrel monkeys 
committed 6.7 errors during the first 100 trials of the 
first parallel problem while old world monkeys, chimpanzees, 
and young gorillas made 4, 0, and 1 errors, respectively, 
in a comparable number of trials (Harlow 8c Settlage , 1934;

1. All references about young gorillas in this 
discussion are based on the performance of two gorillas 
which exclude the third, youngest animal in Riesen et al.
(1953) •
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Finch, 1941; Riesen et al • , 1953) • In terms of the number
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of errors to criterion, raccoons (Michels et al.,, 196l) 
made about 250 errors, rock squirrels (King & Witt, 1966) 
about 445 errors, and infant rhesus of 100 days of age 
about 60 errors (Mason, 1956) as against 20.8 errors made 
by the squirrel monkeys. Thus, the performance on this 
simple problem seems to be roughly correlated with the 
position of the animal on the phylogenetic scale and 
suggests a sharp break between the primates on one hand and 
the carnivores and rodents on the other. According to this 
measure, the squirrel monkey is clearly superior to infant 
rhesus and more comparable to adolescent rhesus which made 
almost no error (Mason & Harlow, 1961).

The second point concerns the performance on the 
first cross problem immediately following uncrossed 
problems. The squirrel monkeys made more errors (40) than 
the old world monkeys, chimpanzees or young gorillas, all 
of which made less than 10 errors in the first 100 trials. 
In terms of errors to criterion, the squirrel monkeys seem 
to be superior (8l errors) to the raccoons (150 errors).
The squirrel monkeys are also superior to infant rhesus 
(Mason, 1956; Mason & Harlow, 1961) and one group of
adolescent rhesus that had 400 trials of a parallel problem

1

preceding the cross problem, but inferior to another group 
of adolescent rhesus that had only 200 trials of parallel 
problem prior to the first cross (Mason & Harlow, 1961).
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Here again9 the first cross seems to differentiate species• 
The evidence further corroborates the point made earlier 
that the squirrel monkey is comparable to adolescent 
monkeys in capacity*

It must be recalled that in the present study the 
first pseudocross offered little difficulty, and the same 
problem left little interfering effect on the following 
second cross* This last fact would seem to argue that a
first pseudocross does not act as a source of negative

r

transfer on a following cross* That this may not neces
sarily be the case is seen in the clear negative transfer 
observed with adolescent rhesus monkeys (Mason & Harlow, 
196l, Fig• 4)* But, these rhesus monkeys were tested on 
long fixed trials on a first pseudocross and the latter was 
not preceded by other problems, crossed or uncrossed * 
Possibly for the last reason, the young rhesus’ improvement 
on the pseudocross was visibly slower than that of the 
squirrel monkeys * This also suggests that the animals in 
the present study might have actually profited from a 
positive transfer while on the first pseudocross*

In striking contrast to the first pseudocross, 
which produced few errors, the second pseudocross produced 
the largest errors in the pair, twice as large as the 
errors on the preceding first cross * The raccoons 
(Michels, 1961) made about an equal number of errors (150 
errors) on both the cross and the following pseudocross
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while adolescent rhesus monkeys made about 130 and 90, and 
adult rhesus monkeys 10 and 130 errors, on the first cross 
and the second pseudocross, respectively (Mason & Harlow, 
1961, Fig o 3)» It is noteworthy that the adult rhesus 
monkeys showed an increase of errors on the second pseudo- 
cross over the first cross whereas the adolescent rhesus 
monkeys showed the reverse tendency. An increment of 
errors on the second pseudocross over the first cross was 
also observed in the chimpanzees and young gorillas 
(Finch, 19^1? Exper. XI; Riesen et al., 1953)» If the 
increment of errors are taken as evidence for a greater 
dependency of the older and higher animals on visual 
pattern for their response, the squirrel monkeyTs perform
ance is qualitatively closer to that of adult rhesus 
monkeys than that of either the raccoons or young rhesus 
monkeys.

That rhesus monkeys including adolescents are 
susceptible to perceptually guided negative transfer is 
suggested in another part of the Mason and Harlow study 
already cited. The adolescent and adult rhesus showed a 
marked negative transfer, somewhat more persisting in the 
adults, on a pseudocross after a parallel strings problem 
while the infant monkeys showed none of it and, if any
thing, the latterfs performance was facilitated by the 
preceding parallel problem. These effects were attributed 
by the authors to the tendencies in the infants to respond
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to reward position and in the adults and adolescents to 
string direction» But, they failed to consider the 
possible effects of the particular problem series employed,

 ̂ which in this case was cross-parallel-pseudocross» A more 
likely explanation would be that the negative transfer 
observed was nothing but a demonstration of the ability of 
the older monkeys to recognize in a new pattern the familiar 
cross they encountered earlier. Riesen et al. (1953) also
reported an early persisting negative transfer vin young 
gorillas on a pseudocross at the end of an 11 problem 
series which included a cross as the 4lb problem. Whether 
the infant rhesus are influenced by visual patterns to the 
same extent as the older animals is a moot question because 
their learning of the cross was insufficient under the 
fixed trials.

In any case, the squirrel monkey seems to behave in 
a manner qualitatively similar to the adult rhesus in the 
type of transfer situation under discussion, and this 
quality seems to lie in a greater reliance on the visual 
pattern of string problems for response, possibly to a 
greater extent than is the case with adolescent rhesus 
monkeys.

The increased error rate on the second pseudocross 
following a cross pattern brings up another point. It may 
be recalled that the first pseudocross made little differ
ence on the second cross and that the first pseudocross
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presented no new problem to the squirrel monkeys as it was 
easily solved by responding to reward position as in all 
preceding uncrossed problems » When, however, the first 
pseudocross presented a definite problem as with the young 
rhesus which confronted it as the very first problem, it 
became a source of large negative transfer to a subsequent 
cross problem• Similarly in the case of the negative 
transfer from the first cross to the second pseudocross in 
the squirrel monkeys, the first cross demanded a new type 
of solution« These results suggest the possible role of 
attention in a negative transfer from one pattern to the 
next® It may be that the animal's attention is drawn to 
the visual characteristic of strings pattern only when the 
problem demanded a new solution and renewed effort, and 
that only then does this problem interfere with the learning 
of the next similar problem.

The few errors made on the first pseudocross and 
the fairly large number of errors made on the first cross 
by the squirrel monkeys as well as by the adolescent and 
adult rhesus monkeys (Mason & Harlow, 1961) are not con
gruent with the directionality hypothesis, namely that 
animals respond on the basis of the direction of string 
(Harlow & Settlage, 193^)• The fact that monkeys or apes 
solved a first cross with a minimum,of errors was often 
taken as supporting the hypothesis (e.g®, Mason & Harlow, 
1961), In fact, Harlow and Settlage based their hypothesis
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on the observation that monkeys solved X^easily while 
having a great difficulty with ^ which immediately followed <> 
But there is the intriguing possibility of a negative 
transfero They also referred to repeated errors on a 
pseudocross after a cross as another evidence favoring the 
hypothesis « But«, what they had not observed is the 
performance on a pseudocross after a parallel or other 
uncrossed problem. Nor has the performance on a second 
cross following a pseudocross been used for a test of the 
hypothesis. The last situation produced a clear negative 
transfer in adolescent monkeys but was ignored (Mason & 
Harlow, 1961) .

As with Mason and Harlow, the better performance of 
the higher and older animals may be based on their ability 
to make use of the perceptual properties of problems, but, 
as with Mason et al. (1956), the use of perceptual cues
must be learned. Yet, the commonly used cue may not be the 
directional content but the whole visual pattern.

The intermixed series1™ was' difficult (253*5 errors) 
for the squirrel monkeys but was solved by most of them.
The best of the four rock squirrels tested by King and Witt 
(1966) failed on this problem while the raccoons tested by 
Michels et al. (1961) mastered the same problem in less
than 100 errors after learning the component patterns 
separately. In terms of errors in the first 100 trials, 
young gorillas (Riesen et al., 1953) made only 10.5 errors
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as compared with 38 ° 0 made by the squirrel monkeys » The 
raccoons 1 performance may seem surprising, but these 
animals had previously been tested on patterned string 
problems and they were trained on a cross and a pseudocross 
to criterion twice over before the intermixed series was 
introduced.

The clear preponderance of the recent-problem 
response in the initial trials suggests that the learning 
of the two component patterns separately prior to the 
intermixed series did not result in a discrimination of the 
two patterns by the squirrel monkeys. It was a case of 
complete superceding of the remote association by the 
recent one. Learning of the component patterns in one 
sequence was no more beneficial than in the other sequence, 
for the learning of the intermixed series. The intermixed 
series was an entirely new task, and there was probably no 
positive transfer from the previous separate mastery of 
the component patterns to the intermixed series problem as 
a whole. Despite their capacity to react to the total 
visual pattern of string problems and to form single 
associations based on such cues, the squirrel monkey’s 
capacity to analyze similar patterns and retain them 
simultaneously seems to be limited.

The problem pair, K-i and K-ii, was unique in that 
the string pattern remained constant while reward con
tingency varied. The squirrel monkeys did not profit
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significantly from a prior learning of <ĵ° (K-i) in sub
sequent mastering of <jcT (K-ii). Furthermore, the training 
on K-i, aimed at counteracting the monkeys r natural 
tendency to react to the straight string regardless of 
reward contingency, became a source of an interfering 
habit for the learning of K-ii where both the bent and the 
straight strings had to be used• Here again, the squirrel 
monkeys show limitations similar to those displayed with 
the intermixed series problem»

)
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